We report experimental results on ultrafast filamentation with temporally chirped femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beams. We find that by chirping the pulses, the longitudinal range of the generated plasma channels can be extended relative to filaments generated by fully compressed, transform-limited femtosecond pulses. We find a clear correlation between the extent of filamentation and the intensity of the on-axis emission by the femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beam. The on-axis emission is negligible for fully compressed pulses, but it can become quite substantial (up to 10% of the input pulse energy) when chirped pulses are used. Under certain conditions, the on-axis emission becomes sufficient for generating its own plasma channel thus resulting in extended filamentation. This effect may offer means of remote control over filament formation with femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beams. We identify a four-wave mixing process, enhancement of which is likely to result in a maximum of the on-axis emission, and derive a simple expression for estimating the duration of the chirped pulse that is required for such enhancement. Our estimations are in good agreement with the experiment.
Introduction
Ultrafast filamentation in dielectrics is a rich and interdisciplinary science that crosses boundaries between plasma physics, nonlinear optics and material science. Most of the early studies, both experimental and theoretical, involved generation of plasma channels using femtosecond laser pulses with Gaussian or flat-top transverse beam profiles (for a recent review see [1] ). As this field matured, filamentation studies moved on to exploring more complex beam profiles such as vortex beams [2] , ring-shaped beams [3] and Bessel-like beams.
Bessel beams have been known in linear optics for over twenty years [4] . In a linear medium, these beams represent a particular solution of the wave equation that remains invariant on propagation. An ideal Bessel beam that is truly diffraction-free has infinite energy and thus cannot be realized experimentally. However, truncated or apodized Bessel beams, that can be realized, retain certain diffraction-free properties. Perhaps the most practically relevant Bessel-like beam with finite energy is the Bessel-Gauss beam that can be generated by passing a collimated Gaussian beam through a conical lens called axicon [5] . Extended linear foci of Bessel-Gauss beams make them particularly suited for studies in ultrafast laser filamentation. Long and stable plasma channels generated by such beams are of interest in various potential applications such as remote spectroscopy [6] and atmospheric science [7] .
Filamentation and ultrafast nonlinear optics with Bessel-like beams were extensively studied in condensed media such as fused silica, water and benzene [8] - [10] . In gaseous media, ultraintense Bessel-like beams were used for generating few centimeter-long plasma waveguides [11] for use in particle acceleration [12] and backward Raman amplification [13] . Recently, experiments on generation of extended plasma channels in air using femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beams have been reported [14] , [15] . An interesting effect reported in [14] was the observed longitudinal extension of the generated plasma channels resulting from temporally chirping laser pulses. It was found that while fully compressed femtosecond pulses created plasma channels that covered the entire extent of the linear focus zone of the Bessel-Gauss beam, a particular value of temporal pulse chirp resulted in filamentation extending beyond the linear focus zone. The longitudinal extension of filamentation was found to occur for both positive and negative values of the pulse chirp.
Extending the longitudinal range of filamentation by pulse chirping is a practically important effect as it can offer means of control over filament formation. The physical mechanisms responsible for this effect have not been clarified. In this paper we report experiments that es-tablish a correlation between the longitudinal extension of filaments and the magnitude of the on-axis emission by the chirped Bessel-Gauss beams. We find that the fraction of the pulse energy that is re-emitted along the beam axis can exceed 10% of the input pulse energy for a particular value of the temporal pulse chirp. The same chirp value also results in the longest generated plasma channel. Thus, under particular conditions, the on-axis intensity emitted by the beam becomes high enough to generate a plasma channel on its own. The resulting secondary plasma channel is connected to that generated by the primary Bessel-Gauss beam, and this is the mechanism responsible for filament extension by chirping.
Studies of the nonlinear transverse reshaping of Bessel-like beams on propagation in nonlinear media typically involve numerical evaluation of the transverse phase-matching integral [16] . Using this approach, self-action of a quasi-CW Bessel-Gauss beam in a nonlinear medium was studied, and the participating nonlinear processes were identified [10] . Similar approach was recently used in [17] to analyze axial emission by femtosecond Bessel-like beams in water. To analyze our results, we identify the dominant nonlinear-conversion process, enhancement of which is likely to result in the maximum on-axis emission by the beam. Based on plasma-assisted phasematching considerations, we derive a simple formula for the duration of the chirped pulse that results in the enhancement of the on-axis emission. Results of our analysis are in good agreement with the experiments. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The ultrafast laser source that we use in the experiments is a commercial Chirped-Pulse Amplification (CPA) Ti:Sapphire system that generates pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The maximum pulse energy attainable from the system is 35 mJ, at 800 nm center wavelength. Using a pulse shaper between the seed oscillator and the amplifier chain, we compensate for the nonlinear pulse distortions in the amplifiers. As a result, the system generates clean transform-limited pulses with a Gaussian temporal envelope. The temporal FWHM width of the fully compressed pulses is 35 fs as measured by a single-shot intensity autocorrelator.
Experimental setup
The output of the laser has a clean Gaussian transverse profile with a 10 mm beam diameter and a beam-quality factor (M 2 ) specified by the manufacturer at 1.5. To generate a BesselGauss beam, the laser is focused with an uncoated fused-silica axicon lens. The full apex angle of the axicon is 179.24 • . At the maximum pulse energy of 35 mJ, multiple closely packed filaments are formed on the axis of the beam. To operate in the single-filament regime, we limit the pulse energy incident on the axicon to 15 mJ, by reflecting the laser beam off a coated beamsplitter plate. The beamsplitter that we use has a 22 mm-wide round clear aperture, and it weakly apertures the input Gaussian beam incident on the axicon. The resulting aperture size is 22mm in the vertical dimension, and 22mm/ √ 2 ≈ 15.6mm in the horizontal dimension. The maximum energy of the pulses, after passing through the uncoated axicon, is about 14 mJ.
The axicon lens that we use is 2 mm thick. To quantify the extent to which the axicon glass affects the spectral and temporal profiles of the laser pulses, we substituted the axicon with a 2mm-thick fused silica plate and characterized the pulses after passing through the plate. We found that, at the maximum pulse energy used in the filamentation experiments (14 mJ after the axicon), the pulse spectrum broadened in the glass plate by ∼20% but remained smooth. The temporal broadening of the 35 fs pulses in the glass was not measurable.
The pulse compressor in our CPA system incorporates a folding mirror on a motorized stage which allows for the total optical pathlength in the compressor to be remotely controlled. Using the single-shot intensity autocorrelator, we calibrated the compressor stage by recording the dependence of the FWHM duration of the pulses on the travel of the stage. The plasma density along the filament is measured using a simple setup that is schematically shown in Fig. 2 . The detailed description of this system can be found in [14] . In the experiments reported here, the electrodes are round and 7 mm in diameter. The distance between the electrodes is 1.5 mm, and the applied DC voltage is 1 kV.
In order to measure the pulse energy propagating on the beam axis in the far field, we use an aperture that is located at a distance of 4 m from the axicon and an energy meter placed immediately behind the aperture. The aperture diameter can be varied, which allows us to study the radial intensity distribution in the far-field.
Experimental results
Using the setup shown in Fig. 2 , we measured the linear plasma density along the filamentation path for different values of the FWHM pulselength of the chirped laser pulses. We studied both positive and negative pulse chirps that were introduced by under-and over-compressing the pulses generated by the CPA laser system. The pulse energy was fixed at 14 mJ. We found that as the pulse duration increased, the length of the generated plasma channels was first steadily growing, then reached a maximum and started to decrease. This trend was observed for both positive and negative values of the pulse chirp, although positively chirped pulses generated somewhat longer plasma channels than negatively chirped pulses with the same FWHM pulselength.
The experimental data for the linear plasma density along the filament is shown in Fig. 3  (top) , for cases of the shortest pulse used in the experiments (35 fs duration) and for the chirped pulses that generated longest filaments. These pulse durations were found to equal 660 fs (positively chirped pulses, long wavelengths travel ahead of short wavelengths) and 615 fs (negatively chirped pulses). In the bottom of Fig. 3 we show the on-axis intensity along the beam axis in the linear propagation regime. This data was taken with a strongly attenuated beam, using a fast photodetector with a 100μm pinhole in front of the detector.
In order to pinpoint the origin of the extended filamentation with chirped pulses, we measured the on-axis intensity propagating close to the beam axis in the far field, as a function of the FWHM pulselength. For these measurements, the diameter of the aperture shown in Fig. 1 was set at 3 mm. The results of the measurements are summarized in Fig. 4 , for positively chirped pulses (top) and negatively chirped pulses (bottom). The magnitude of the on-axis emission is shown in % relative to the input energy of the laser pulses. In the same plots, we show the longitudinal extent of the generated plasma channels. In these plots, the extent of filamentation is defined as the longitudinal coordinate at which the generated plasma becomes undetectable with the setup shown in Fig. 2 . For example, the filamentation extent for the cases shown in Fig. 3 is 315 cm for the 35 fs-long pulse, and 380 cm and 340 cm for the positively and negatively chirped pulses, respectively. The correlation between the length of the generated plasma channels and the magnitude of the on-axis emission is evident. The energy emitted by the Bessel-Gauss beam along the axis exceeds 10% of the total input pulse energy, for the positively chirped 660 fs-long pulse. This emission is strong enough to create a plasma channel on its own. This secondary plasma channel is connected to the primary channel generated by the Bessel-Gauss beam, and the combined length of the two filaments can exceed the length of the linear focus zone of the beam. Fig. 5 . Photographs of the far-field beam patterns. Only visible part of the beam spectrum is recorded. Left: Fully compressed pulse with 35 fs FWHM pulselength; Right: Positively chirped pulse with FWHM pulselength of 660 fs that maximizes the longitudinal extent of filamentation. The white spot on the beam axis that corresponds to the on-axis emission by the Bessel-Gauss beam is clearly visible in both cases. While emission into multiple cones is stronger in case of the transform-limited pulse, the on-axis emission is brighter for the chirped pulse. The faint blue ring in the pattern for the chirped pulse corresponds to the position of the main axicon ring in the far field (the pump cone).
Pump cone
In Fig. 5 , we show photographs of the beam patterns in the far-field, for the 35 fs-long input pulse (left) and for the positively chirped 660 fs-long pulse that results in the longest generated plasma channel (right). The photographs are taken by a commercial digital camera. In this photographs, the infrared part of spectrum, including 800 nm, is blocked by a filter incorporated into the camera, and only visible part of spectrum is recorded. The nonlinear interactions in the high-intensity Bessel-Gauss beam result in the intensity re-distribution in the cross section of the beam on propagation. For the shortest pulse with high peak power density, the energy is re-distributed across the entire cross-section of the beam. For the longer pulse that generates the longest plasma channel, the energy is primarily deposited into radiation propagating close to the beam axis.
In order to quantify the radial intensity distribution in the far-field, we varied the diameter of the aperture shown in Fig. 1 , and measured pulse energy propagating close to the beam axis. This data is summarized in Fig. 6 . One of the curves corresponds to the case of a very long pulse (2 ps FWHM pulselength), which is assumed to propagate in a close-to-linear regime. No bright on-axis emission that is associated with filamentation was observed in this case. 35fs pulse 660fs pulsẽ 2ps pulse Fig. 6 . Energy of the on-axis emission passing through an aperture placed 4 m away from the axicon vs. diameter of the aperture. Different curves correspond to three different durations of the laser pulse: 35 fs is the duration of the shortest pulse used in the experiments; 660 fs pulse is positively chirped, it corresponds to the longest generated plasma channel; 2 ps pulse is assumed to propagate in the close-to-linear regime. The energy emitted on axis is plotted relative to the input pulse energy.
Several conclusions can be drawn based on the data. First, the amount of energy lost by the beam into plasma generation is below 10% both for the shortest pulse and for the 660 fs-long positively chirped pulse that results in the longest filament. The overall energy loss by the 2 ps pulse is negligible, as expected. Second, in the case of the chirped pulse, the energy emitted on-axis travels in a narrow cone immediately adjacent to the beam axis. The amount of this radiation exceeds 10% of the input pulse energy, which, as the experiment shows, is sufficient for generating a plasma channel. The angular divergence of the radial component is found to be in the milliradian range. The radiation propagating close to the beam axis in the case of the shortest pulse is quite weak (∼1.5% of the input pulse energy, in agreement with the data shown in Fig. 4 ).
Discussion
In what follows, we describe a qualitative argument that elucidates the role that the pulse chirp plays in the enhancement of the on-axis emission and extension of the generated plasma channel. Since the experimental observations are approximately independent of the sign of the chirp, and because the optimum pulse durations that result in generation of longest filaments are quite large, we assume that the observed effect is due more to the long pulse duration (and concomitant lower intensity) rather than it is directly related to the chirp.
In order to explain the enhancement of the on-axis emission that results from chirping the pulse, we assume that this emission is a result of a four-wave mixing (FWM) process that involves conversion of two photons from the primary Bessel-Gauss beam into idler and signal photons. It is natural to assume that the on-axis emission is maximized when both signal and idler photons are generated along the beam axis. Due to the conical nature of the Bessel-Gauss beam, we can further assume that the "incoming" pair of photons obeys the linear dispersion relation. On the other hand, both signal and idler radiation propagate in the form of transversally localized wavepackets that experience the nonlinear modification of the refractive index in the close vicinity of the beam axis.
To fulfill the phase-matching conditions for such interaction, the energy and momentum conservation have to be satisfied. Because of the strong localization of the nonlinear medium response in the on-axis region, only the longitudinal component of momentum needs to be considered explicitly. Referring to the diagram shown in Fig. 7 (left) , the conservation laws read:
where λ p , λ s , and λ i are the vacuum wavelengths of the pump, signal and idler waves, respectively, n p,s,i are the effective refractive indices for the three waves, and α is the angle between the beam axis and the pump waves. For a Bessel-Gauss beam generated by an axicon lens with the tip angle θ , α ≈ θ · (n glass − 1), where n glass is the refractive index of the axicon glass. n s,i represent effective indices of the wavepackets that have finite overlap with the on-axis nonlinear index modification. For the purpose of our qualitative argument, we neglect the influence of chromatic dispersion on n s,i . Then, both signal and idler waves travel along the beam axis with the same effective refractive indices. These indices are modified by the presence of the strong pump wave, so that n s = n i = n 0 + Δn NL , where n 0 is the linear refractive index of air, and Δn NL is the contribution from nonlinearity. We further assume that the pump waves travel in a close to linear regime, thus n p = n 0 . Using cos(α) ≈ 1 − α 2 /2 and n 0 ≈ 1, equations (1) can be rearranged to yield:
As illustrated in Fig. 7 (right) , the refractive index of air in the vicinity of the beam axis is modified by the positive contribution from the Kerr effect and by the negative contribution from the generated plasma. Let us consider the two contributions in cases of short and long pulses. For a short pulse, the Kerr effect effectively increases the on-axis propagation constant. The self-focusing collapse is arrested with the help from the generated plasma, which is mainly generated by the multiphoton ionization and only balances the beam in a dynamic sense [18] . The generated plasma lags the pulse in time and, on the average, the nonlinear index modification is dominated by the positive Kerr contribution. As a consequence, the phase-matching conditions cannot be satisfied for on-axis propagation.
For the case of a long pulse with a pulselength in the hundreds of femtoseconds range, the intensity is lower, but the avalanche ionization becomes a major player that makes plasma generation more efficient. The generated plasma overlaps with a large portion of the pulse in the time domain. The positive contribution to the nonlinear index by the Kerr effect is decreased because of the lower intensity, while the effective negative contribution due to plasma is increased due to higher overlap between the pulse and the generated plasma in time domain. If the plasma density becomes sufficiently high over a significant portion of the pulse duration, the effective index modification for the signal and idler wavepackets may become negative and the above phase-matching relation can be fulfilled.
For even longer pulses, the intensities decrease, self-focusing switches off, and eventually no filament is created. Thus, an optimal value of the duration of the chirped pulse will exist, for which the avalanche-mediated plasma generation allows the phase matching conditions to be satisfied.
Let us make some order-of-magnitude estimates in order to verify that the described scenario is indeed a plausible explanation of our experimental results. Note that it is notoriously difficult to make quantitative estimates of plasma densities generated inside filaments in terms of the medium and pulse parameters. However, we can rely on the fact that the plasma and Kerr contributions to the nonlinear index modification are opposite and tend to be of the same order of magnitude (although there is never a perfect steady-state balance between the two effects).
The Kerr contribution is essentially governed by the peak intensity in the Bessel-Gauss beam I peak , that can be roughly estimated using the following formula derived for the case of axicon focusing in the linear propagation regime [19] :
In our experiment, the pulse energy is 14 mJ, θ = 0.38 • , w 0 = 5mm, and λ p ≈ 0.8μm. The nonlinear index of air n 2 ≈ 3.2 · 10 −23 m 2 /W, and n glass = 1.45. Using these parameters in the formula (6) above, we estimate the pulselength that fulfills the phasematching conditions in our experiment at 605 fs. For the simple model used and the number and degree of approximations made, this result agrees remarkably well with the experimentally found values of 660 fs and 615 fs for the positively and negatively chirped pulses, respectively.
We point out that the above formula (6) cannot by any means be considered a rigorous result. The drawback of our argument is that the magnitude of the effective index modification due to the Kerr and plasma effects cannot be evaluated without knowing the actual shape of the onaxis propagating wavepackets. Yet, the agreement between the order of magnitude estimation above with the experimental results suggests that the proposed scenario is feasible.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we experimentally studied extended filamentation with temporally chirped femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beams in air. We found that the longitudinal extent of the plasma channels is maximized for a particular duration of the chirped pulses. The effect was found to be related to the emission of a strong on-axis component along the beam axis that, under certain conditions, attains sufficient energy to initiate filamentation on its own. We attributed the on-axis emission by the femtosecond Bessel-Gauss beam to the nonlinear four-wave mixing process in which both signal and idler waves are emitted along the beam axis. Using plasmaassisted phasematching considerations, we derived a simple formula that relates the pulselength of the chirped pulse that results in longest filament, to the relevant experimental parameters. Estimates based on this formula are found to be in good agreement with the experiments.
